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About Ceannis Living Accessories

Ceannis is an established and leading Scandinavian supplier of bags 
and lifestyle articles. Collections are developed with great care and 
awareness of our environment and the sustainability of our products. 
Ceannis focus on materials, production, and logistics when it comes to 
environmental aspects. 

New collections for spring-summer, and autumn-winter are 
developed but Ceannis also works towards a more permanent “slow 
fashion” collection. 

Materials are increasingly sourced from renewable sources and 
Ceannis also fully understands that our consumer habits need to 
change. Bags and other accessories are adapted for this and are 
designed to last and stay attractive to achieve long lifecycles. Ceannis 
believe that by empowering our community with options, visibility, 
and transparency, we hope to serve as inspiration to make further 
changes towards a more sustainable tomorrow. 

Customers are design platforms, retailers, hotels, and other 
companies in the public domain where good design, durability and 
function are of increasing importance. A major part of Ceannis 
products is manufactured in China with long established partners 
committed to Code of Conducts with clear rules on working 
conditions, production, the environment, and quality. 

Ceannis also collaborates with other brands for design to production 
projects and other exciting design collaborations. Right now we are 
working with Straight Design and JLB.

CONTACT US
FB: Ceannis｜IG: ceannisofficial
www.ceannis.com/en

Biography

Founder, designer and Creative Director Ann-Louise Andrén leads the 
development of new products in collaboration with a design team. 
Ann-Louise has always been interested in design and production and 
after moving to Hong Kong in her twenties, she set up her own 
business in 1988, designing bags and travel accessories under her 
own brand, Ceannis.

After ten years in Hong Kong, Ann-Louise returned to Sweden and 
Ceannis Living Accessories was established combining bags, 
accessories, and interior design products in a lifestyle concept. 
Ceannis is today a leading Scandinavian brand in lifestyle products. 
Ann-Louise is driven by her love of design and production, and to see 
beautiful new articles take form in the sample rooms are her highlight 
moments. Sustainability is a priority, reducing waste, creating quality 
products designed for long life cycles and selecting materials that are 
harmless to people and nature are aspects that have always been 
important to Ann-Louise´s creative process, and to Ceannis as a 
brand.



RECYCLE LEATHER CITY BAG

A shopper in recycled leather with a hanging inner pocket. The bag has double 
handles and hidden magnetic lock at the top. Longer detachable shoulder strap 
in the bag material is included.

RECYCLE POLYESTER QUILTED CROSSBODY BAG

A crossbody bag in recycled polyester with a zipper inner pocket. The bag has 
zipper closure at the top. Longer detachable shoulder strap is included.

RECYCLE POLYESTER SHOULDER STRAP

Decorative shoulder strap in recycled pet bottles. You can use it on any bags and 
with many colour options can fit with any outfit.

FLOWER LINEN SHOPPER

Spacious and light shopper in Ceannis classic floral pattern, Flower Linen with 
ribbon edge as detail around the bag. It closes with a push button and there are 
three small compartments in the bag, one of which has a zipper. Sewn in key 
holder.


